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Altair PBS Professional & Grid Engine 
 
The trusted leader in high-performance computing (HPC) workload management, Altair PBS Professional & Grid Engine efficiently 
schedules HPC workloads across all forms of computing infrastructure offered by Hewlett Packard Enterprise. By easily scaling to 
support systems of any size—from clusters to the largest supercomputers—Grid Engine ensures the customer receives maximum 
value from their hardware and software investments. 
 
 
Customers choose Altair PBS Professional and Grid Engine to: 

•  Improve performance with a fast, powerful, reliable workload manager 
• Reduce costs by optimizing hardware, software, and power use 
• Get first-rate technical support with personal, one-on-one attention 
• Maximize user productivity and ensure SLAs are met 
• Ensure cloud readiness with a product proven for public and private clouds 
• Gain peace of mind with an established commercial leader known for excellent service and customer care 
• Simplify HPC and cluster administration 
• Gain the flexibility to meet complex custom requirements 
• Implement business priorities by ensuring the most important jobs run first and complete on time 
• Reduce risk by minimizing—and automatically recovering from—hardware failures 
• Enable users to transparently submit, manage and monitor containerized applications just like any other workload 
• Altair Grid Engine manages details like placing jobs optimally, prioritizing workloads, handling exceptions, and ensuring that 

required Docker images are available on hosts with appropriate resources on our behalf 
• Altair Grid Engine supports new frameworks and maximize use of GPU resources on-premises and in the cloud 
• Easily deploy and scale dedicated and hybrid HPC clusters in your choice of cloud 
• Altair Grid Engine Deep market penetration in Life Sciences and Financial Services verticals 
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Distribution Media and Software Documentation 
Altair PBS Professional & Grid Engine are available for download. Upon order delivery, customers will receive an entitlement 
certification via electronic delivery, which includes a URL to the HPE Licensing Portal and additional license information. Customers 
will need to visit the HPE Licensing Portal to retrieve their license key.  
After retrieving their license key, customers will need to visit the specified Altair website to download PBS Professional and complete 
their support setup.  
Customers may also download user guides and other documentation at Altair User Guides.  

 
Workload Management on HPE Systems 
Hewlett Packard Enterprise integrates with workload managers and schedulers like Altair PBS Professional & Grid Engine to help 
drive the highest utilization levels for HPE Apollo systems, HPE SGI 8600 and HPE ProLiant clusters. Both PBS Professional & Grid 
Engine support multiple users and applications with an efficient queue management system that enables jobs—both batch and 
interactive—to be presented to the system based on site-defined policies and priorities. They also utilize a scheduling system to 
make the most efficient use of available hardware and software resources. With PBS Professional, system administrators can set user 
priorities and policies, track usage, and provide a queuing system for job submissions. 

 
Tasks 
Altair PBS Professional & Grid Engine manage and monitor the computational workload for one or more servers. To properly 
distribute workloads, PBS Professional executes the following tasks: 

• Queuing jobs:  Collects the jobs (work or tasks) that need to run on one or more servers. The end user submits the job to 
their desired workload manager , where the job will remain queued until it is selected and run.  

• Scheduling jobs: Selects which jobs to run, and when and where to run them, according to the policy specified by the site 
administrator. PBS Professional & Grid Engine allow the system administrator to prioritize jobs and allocate resources in a 
variety of ways to maximize efficiency and throughput.  

• Monitoring jobs: Tracks system resources, enforces usage policy, and reports usage. PBS Professional & Grid Enginealso 
track job completion, ensuring that jobs run despite system outages. 

 
Commands 
Altair PBS Professional & Grid Engine provide a set of commands that allow the customer to submit, monitor and manage their jobs. 
Some commands are available for execution by any user, while others require administrator-level privileges. Commands may 
different behavior depending on the role of the person invoking them. Please reference the Altair’s Product Documentation for 
more information. 

 
Interface 
Altair PBS Professional & Grid Engine provide a command line interface (CLI) and application program interfaces (C APIs). In 
addition, Altair offers a graphical user interface (GUI) for users and administrators. 
 

 
 
  

https://community.altair.com/csm?id=altair_product_documentation
https://hpe.sharepoint.com/teams/QuickSpecs/Collaboration/Sardine/Servers-HPC-BD-IoT/ICE%20House%20HPC%20SW%20(ISS)/www.altair.com
https://www.altair.com/pbs-works-documentation/
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Operating System Compatibility 
Altair PBS Professional & Grid Engine are supported on x86_64 and aarch64 on the latest version of Red Hat Enterprise Linux 
(RHEL), SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES), CentOS, and Ubuntu.  

• Red Hat Enterprise Linux (RHEL) 7 & 8 x86_64 and Arm64 
• SUSE Linux Enterprise Server (SLES) 12 & 15 x86_64 and Arm64 
• CentOS 7 & 8 on x86_64 and Arm64 

• Ubuntu 16.04,18.04 and 20.04 on x86_64 and 18.04 on Arm64 
• openSUSE Leap 42 
• Oracle Linux 6, 7 and 8 
• Microsoft Windows Server 2016 or higher, 8, 8.1 Pro / Enterprise, 10 Pro / Enterprise 

 
Third Party Software Integration 
Altair  PBS Professional & Grid Engine allows for tight integration with hundreds of end user applications across numerous 
industries. Below is a partial list of application integrations. 

• HPE Performance Cluster Manager 
• ABAQUS and ABAQUS Array 
• ANSYS, ANSYS CFX and ANSYS CMGL 
• ANSYS ICEPAK  
• CFD++  
• Docker 
• Echos  
• Flow3D  
• Fluent  
• Mathematica 
• StarCCM and StarCCM 
• Navigator 

Please contact Altair for more information or visit http://www.altair.com. 
 

Hardware Compatibility 
Altair PBS Professional & Grid Engine are supported on the following Gen10+ HPE systems: 

• HPE Cray Supercomputer systems 
• HPE Apollo systems, including Apollo 2000, 6000 and 6500 
• HPE Apollo pc40, Apollo sx40 and Apollo kl20 systems 
• HPE ProLiant servers, including the DL server line 

For more information, please contact your Hewlett Packard Enterprise sales representative.  
 

Support 
Support for Altair PBS Professional is provided by a combination of HPE PointNext services and direct-to-vendor support. Support 
for Altair Grid Engine is provided direct-to-vendor. Information about support processes will be provided at the point of providing a 
license key to Altair. 
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HPE Pointnext - Service and Support 
Get the most from your HPE Products. Get the expertise you need at every step of your IT journey with HPE Pointnext 
Services. We help you lower your risks and overall costs using automation and methodologies that have been tested and refined by 
HPE experts through thousands of deployments globally. HPE Pointnext Advisory Services, focus on your business outcomes 
and goals, partnering with you to design your transformation and build a roadmap tuned to your unique challenges.  Our 
Professional and Operational Services can be leveraged to speed up time-to-production, boost performance and accelerate 
your business. HPE Pointnext specializes in flawless and on-time implementation, on-budget execution, and creative configurations 
that get the most out of software and hardware alike. 
 
Consume IT on your terms 
HPE GreenLake brings the cloud experience directly to your apps and data wherever they are—the edge, colocations, or your data 
center. It delivers cloud services for on-premises IT infrastructure specifically tailored to your most demanding workloads. With a 
pay-per-use, scalable, point-and-click self-service experience that is managed for you, HPE GreenLake accelerates digital 
transformation in a distributed, edge-to-cloud world. 

• Get faster time to market 
• Save on TCO, align costs to business 
• Scale quickly, meet unpredictable demand 
• Simplify IT operations across your data centers and clouds 

 
Managed services to run your IT operations 
HPE GreenLake Management Services provides services that monitor, operate, and optimize your infrastructure and applications, 
delivered consistently and globally to give you unified control and let you focus on innovation. 

 

Recommended Services 
HPE Pointnext Tech Care.  
HPE Pointnext Tech Care is the new operational service experience for HPE products. Tech Care goes beyond traditional support 
by providing access to product specific experts, an AI driven digital experience, and general technical guidance to not only reduce 
risk but constantly search for ways to do things better. HPE Pointnext Tech Care has been reimagined from the ground up to 
support a customer-centric, AI driven, and digitally enabled customer experience to move your business forward. HPE Pointnext 
Tech Care is available in three response levels. Basic, which provides 9x5 business hour availability and a 2 hour response time. 
Essential which provides a 15 minute response time 24x7 for most enterprise level customers, and Critical which includes a 6 hour 
repair commitment where available and outage management response for severity 1 incidents.  
https://www.hpe.com/services/techcare 
 
HPE Pointnext Complete Care  
HPE Pointnext Complete Care is a modular, edge-to-cloud IT environment service that provides a holistic approach to optimizing 
your entire IT environment and achieving agreed upon IT outcomes and business goals through a personalized and customer-
centric experience. All delivered by an assigned team of HPE Pointnext Services experts.  HPE Pointnext Complete Care provides: 

• A complete coverage approach -- edge to cloud  
• An assigned HPE team 
• Modular and fully personalized engagement 
• Enhanced Incident Management experience with priority access  
• Digitally enabled and AI driven customer experience 

 
https://www.hpe.com/services/completecare 

 

 
 
 

https://www.hpe.com/us/en/services.html
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/services.html
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/services/consulting.html
https://h20195.www2.hpe.com/v2/Getdocument.aspx?docname=a00059438enw
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/services/operational.html
https://www.hpe.com/GreenLake
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/services/remote-infrastructure-monitoring.html
https://www.hpe.com/services/techcare
https://www.hpe.com/services/completecare
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Models Licensing 

Altair PBS Pro 1 Skt 3yr HPE Sup Prp E-LTU R6X84AAE 
Altair PBS Pro 1 Skt 4yr HPE Sup Prp E-LTU S0M92AAE 
Altair PBS Pro 1 Skt 5yr HPE Sup Prp E-LTU S0M93AAE 
Altair PBS Pro 1 Skt 1yr Support S0N06AAE 
Altair Grid Engine 1 Skt 3yr Sup Prp E-LTU S0M95AAE 
Altair Grid Engine 1 Skt 4yr Sup Prp E-LTU S0M97AAE 
Altair Grid Engine 1 Skt 5yr Sup Prp E-LTU S0M99AAE 
Altair Grid Engine 1 Skt 1yr Support S0N08AAE 

Notes: 
– One license per CPU or GPU socket on the compute nodes. Not required on head nodes. 
– Support options include 3, 4 and 5 year initial terms. For terms longer than 5 years contact HPC Product Management.   
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Altair PBS Professional: Technical Features at a Glance  
GPU and Coprocessor 
Scheduling 

Heterogenous Clusters Advance and Standing 
Reservations 

Checkpoint/Restart 

Scheduling Formula Eligible Time Job Arrays Container Support 
Cgroups Integration Customizable Fairshare Age-based Scheduling Metascheduling via Peer 

Scheduling 
Release Nodes from Running 
Jobs 

Multisched for Per-Partition 
Scheduling Policies 

Topology-aware Scheduling OS Provisioning 

License Scheduling Preemption and Preemption 
Targets 

Job History (qstat -x) Extensible Plugin Framework 
(“Hooks”) 

Dynamic Resources Job Dependencies Estimated Job Start Times Interactive Jobs 
Backfill TopN Beyond Petaflops Scalability Per-named 

User/Group/Project Limits 
“Shrink-to-fit" Jobs 

Control User Logins to 
Compute Nodes 

SELinux/MLS Integration Failover Hybrid Jobs (MPI+OpenMP) 

MPI Integrations Policy-based Scheduling Node Health Monitoring Soft Walltime 
Command Output in Multiple 
Formats 

Broad Platform Support Power-aware Scheduling 
(Power Profiling/Capping and 
Reporting) 

HPE Performance Cluster 
Manager Integration (HPCM) 
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Date Version History Action Description of Change 
06-Sep-2022 Version 7 Changed Added Grid Engine as additional workload manager program option from 

Altair. Added 4 and 5 year support SKUs. 
15-Nov-2021 Version 6 Changed Service and Support section was updated. 
05-Oct-2020 Version 5 Changed Overview, Standard Features and Configuration Information sections were 

updated. 
Changed SKU information and License to Electronic LTU 

20-Jan-2020 Version 4 Changed Overview and Standard Features sections were updated 
07-Oct-2019 Version 3 Changed Operating systems, and 3rd party support 
16-Oct-2017 Version 2 Changed Updates throughout the sections fo the QuickSpecs 
14-Aug-2017 Version 1 New New QuickSpecs 
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Make the right purchase decision. 
Contact our presales specialists. 

 

 

 
 

  

  

  

  

  © Copyright 2022 Hewlett Packard Enterprise Development LP. The information contained herein is subject 
to change without notice. The only warranties for Hewlett Packard Enterprise products and services are set 
forth in the express warranty statements accompanying such products and services. Nothing herein should 
be construed as constituting an additional warranty. Hewlett Packard Enterprise shall not be liable for 
technical or editorial errors or omissions contained herein.  
 
Microsoft® and Windows® are trademarks of the Microsoft® group of companies.  
 
a00018439enw - 15991 - Worldwide  - V7 - 06-September-2022 

 

Get updates 

https://www.hpe.com/global/hpechat/index.html?jumpid=Collaterals_a00018439enw
https://www.hpe.com/us/en/contact-hpe.html
http://www.hpe.com/info/getupdated
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